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Gardening
Products are designed for all
gardening purposes. All products are
fully tested and are tough enough to
withstand the harsh South African
climate.

Our latest range features products
from tools to watering and irrigation
systems, secateurs and pruners
through to pressure sprayers and
garden accessories.
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Many products in our range have
spare parts available. All products
carry our full guarantee.
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RACO COMPATIBILITY

MAZAL

 All RACO accessories are compatible with 13mm &

HOSE MENDER

 Galvanised barrel type ferrule
 With knock down clinchers

19mm garden hoses, all taps and other click fit systems
 High water volume
 Excellent durability
 Ideal for industrial irrigation and garden use

RACO BRASS QUICK-CONNECTOR
COUPLING SYSTEM

Code

Size

MAZ0750

13mm

MAZ0755

19mm

13mm

19mm

HOSE CONNECTOR/ COUPLER - BRASS

HOSE CONNECTOR
QUICK-FIT - BRASS
13mm


A range of heavy duty, universal couplers
and accessories made from solid brass
 Each piece is finished and polished to
exacting standards and is quality checked
for excellence and lasting durability
 No threading, twisting or turning. Simply
pull band back to open, release to close
 Instant coupling of hoses and
attachments

Code

Size

RIC8165

13mm

RIC8166

19mm



Each piece is finished and polished to
exacting standards and is quality checked
for excellence and lasting durability
 Instant coupling of hoses and
attachments

Code

Size

RIC8163

Fits All

MAZAL



FERRULE HOSE MENDER

Galvanised barrel ferrules
Suitable for 13mm and 19mm hose

19mm
13mm

HOSE MENDER - BRASS

Code

Size

MAZ0770

13mm

MAZ0775

19mm

19mm

13mm


MAZAL



HOSE MENDER KIT

13mm Galvanised barrel type ferrule
2 x Worm drive hose clamps

19mm

13mm

Code

Size

RIC8244

13mm

MAZ0700

13mm

RIC8245

19mm

MAZ0720

19mm

Code

Size

Gardening

A range of heavy duty, universal
couplers and accessories made from
solid brass
 Each piece is finished and polished to
exacting standards and is quality
checked for excellence and lasting
durability
 No threading, twisting or turning. Simply
pull band back to open, release to close
 For repairing damaged hose section, or
permanently connecting two lengths of
hose

19mm

Connectors/Couplers
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TAP ADAPTOR FEMALE - BRASS


Each piece is finished and polished to
exacting standards and is quality checked
for excellence and lasting durability
 Instant coupling of hoses to taps

ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE - BRASS


Nozzle is fully adjustable from fine mist to solid jet
stream with positive shut-off
 Solid brass construction
 Knurled grip

Size

Code
RIC9105

13mm

RIC9106

19mm

TAP ADAPTOR FEMALE - BRASSED

MAZAL

Code

Size

RIC8385

-



Zinc die cast/brassed finish
 Screw on type
 Includes washer
 For rubber and plastic hose

Size

Code

ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE BRASS 4 PIECE SET

MAZ1400 13 x 13mm
MAZ1410 16 x 13mm
MAZ1420 19 x 13mm
MAZ1430 19 x 19mm

TAP ADAPTOR MALE - BRASS


Each piece is finished and polished to exacting standards
and is quality checked for excellence and lasting durability

Code

Size

RIC9125

19mm

MAZAL






Nozzle is fully adjustable from fine
mist to solid jet stream with positive
shut-off
 4 piece set includes:
- 13mm quick connector with
automatic water stop
- 13mm quick connector - standard
- 19mm female tap adapter
- Adjustable nozzle

13mm

TAP ADAPTOR MALE - BRASSED

Zinc die cast/brassed finish
Fits most conventional sprayers and hose nozzles

Code

Size

MAZ1200

13mm

MAZ1220

19mm

SNAP-IN DUAL SHUT OFF BRASS FIXED


Gardening



Conveniently splits a single water source
Independent shut off valves

Code

Size

RIC8796

13x19mm

Code

Size

RIC8387

4 pce

SNAP-IN DUAL SHUT OFF BRASS SWIVEL


Conveniently splits a single water source
Independent shut off valves
 Swivel body


Code

Size

RIC8798

19x25mm
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Adaptors/Nozzels

 All RACO accessories are

compatible with 13mm &
19mm garden hoses, all taps
and other click fit systems
AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED
DISTRIBUTORS NATIONWIDE

HOSE CONNECTOR - THREADED


Male thread for adapting
remote threaded connection
 Supplied with 19mm male
fitting

RACO ORIGINAL QUICK-CONNECTOR
COUPLING SYSTEM






A range of lightweight, durable, universal hose fittings which are compatible
with 13mm and 19mm garden hoses, all taps and other click fit systems
Manufactured from high quality UV resistant ABS plastic with no metal parts
ensuring long lasting performance under tough South African Conditions
Leak free
Three jaw grip system provides positive, strong location between connectors
Strong claws bite into the hose as the locking nut is tightened

HOSE CONNECTOR - STANDARD

HOSE CONNECTOR - STANDARD

Three jaw grip provides positive
location and a leak free
connection

13mm
Three jaw grip
provides positive
location and a
leak free connection

Code

Size

RIC8180

19mm

19mm

Size

Code
RIC8170

13mm (Sold on backing card)

RIC8171

13mm Sold loose

HOSE CONNECTOR - WATER STOP

HOSE CONNECTOR - WATER STOP


Size
19mm

19mm





Code
RIC8190

Automatically shuts off the
water flow until an
accessory is inserted



Automatically shuts off the
water flow until an
accessory is inserted

13mm
Code

Size

RIC8210

19mm

Code

Size

RIC8200

13mm

Gardening

19mm

HOSE MENDER
HOSE MENDER
13mm


A quick and easy way
to fix broken or leaking
hoses

Code

Size

RIC8230

13mm



A quick and easy way
to fix broken or leaking
hoses

Code

Size

RIC8240

19mm

19mm

Connectors/Couplers
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SNAP-IN DUAL SHUT-OFF - PLASTIC

TAP ADAPTOR - FEMALE


Manufactured from high quality UV resistant ABS
Available in three sizes to suit any tap
 Most popular size 19mm (RIC9089) is available loose



Turns one tap into two enabling different areas to be
watered
 Control valves for fully adjustable flow rate and shut off



Code
RIC9060
RIC9090

Size

Size

Code

13mm(Card) RIC9100
19mm(Card) RIC9089

25mm(Card)
19mm(Loose)

Code

Size

RIC8800

13x19mm

TAP ADAPTOR - FEMALE ASSEMBLY


Manufactured from high quality UV resistant ABS
Long lasting performance
 Leak free



Turns one tap into four enabling different areas to be watered
Control valves for fully adjustable flow rate and shut off
 Can be used with Raco systems to increase flow volume
 Suitable for 19mm and 25mm taps



Code

Size

RIC9050

13x19mm

RIC9070

19x25mm

RIC9080

16x19mm

WATER DISTRIBUTOR - 4 WAY



Code

Size

RIC9180

19x25mm

TAP ADAPTOR MALE


Manufactured from high quality UV resistant ABS
Long lasting performance
 Leak free
 For adapting the system of 19mm female threaded
accessories
Code


RIC9120

WATER TIMER - ELECTRONIC

Size
19mm


TAP ADAPTOR
RUBBER - ASSEMBLY






With stainless steel hose clamp
A universal tap adapter with stainless steel clamp
 Standard round or oval spout taps


Code

Size

RIC9130

16-19mm







HOSE CONNECTOR - COUPLER

Save water by automatically controlling
watering times
Robust reliable function with simple and easy
programming
This unit features an exclusive double-control
rotary knob for easy programming: one per
minute; one per hour, each of the 12 preset
cycles includes an automatic on/off
Special raised buttons for operation of start
and clear (delete)
Water up to 8 times per day
Water from 1 to 120 minute cycles
Enables fully automatic control of garden
sprinklers and drip systems
Running time approximately
one year on 1 x 9V alkaline
battery (not included)
Only works
with a 9V
alkaline battery



Ideal for extending hoses or connecting accessories
Manufactured from high quality UV resistant ABS
 Long lasting performance & leak free

Gardening



Code

Size

RIC8160

13mm

Code

Size

RIC9188

19-25mm

HOSE CONNECTOR
COUPLER 3 WAY


To divide water source in two directions
For connecting a 19mm to 13mm hose
 Manufactured from high quality UV resistant ABS
 Long lasting performance & Leak free


WASHER SET


Spare washers and ‘O’ rings for
all Raco tap connectors
 System tap connectors
 3 x washers - 3 x 'O' rings

Code

Size

Code

Size

RIC8010

13mm

RIC9170

6 Piece
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Watering Accessories/Timer

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED
DISTRIBUTORS NATIONWIDE

NOZZLE - ADJUSTABLE

NOZZLE GUN - METAL




A versatile nozzle for use
anywhere around the garden
and home
 Adjustable from a fine mist to a full stream or
complete shut off
 Fits all universal quick-fit connector systems
 Tough, UV resistant ABS plastic construction is shock proof and leak free

Code

Size

RIC8370 125mm(Card)

Heavy duty metal sprayer for watering
and cleaning jobs
Precision brass stem
Rugged, heavy duty die cast metal body with rust proof finish
Patented “Bow-type” grip covered with insulated soft-touch
synthetic TPR rubber for a secure and comfortable grip
Tough, impact and UV resistant
ABS trigger is also covered with
soft-touch synthetic TPR rubber for
a secure and comfortable grip
Smooth action adjustment nut for
variable water flow from hard jet to fine mist
Easy action thumb lock









NOZZLE - ADJUSTABLE 4 PIECE SET
3
The same versatile nozzle as
above supplied in a starter set
comprising:
- RIC8370 Adjustable
Nozzle
- 2 x RIC8170 13mm Hose
Connector - Standard
- RIC9050 13-19mm Female
Tap Adaptor Assembly

Code

Size

RIC8380

4 Piece

4
1
2





Code

Size

RIC8420

140mm

1. Heavy duty die cast metal spray gun with soft-touch
synthetic TPR rubber covering for a secure and
comfortable grip
2. Suitable for water temp. up to 54°C and withstands water
pressure up to 8.6 bars
3. Fully adjustable flow rate control
4. Easy thumb lock for continuous spraying

Multi-function spray with
4-way spray pattern for gentle shower to
hard jet to fine mist
Precision brass stem
Rugged, heavy duty die cast metal body with rust proof finish
Patented “Bow-type” grip covered with insulated soft-touch
synthetic TPR rubber for a secure and comfortable grip
Tough, impact and UV resistant ABS
trigger is also covered with soft-touch synthetic
TPR rubber for a secure and comfortable grip
Easy action thumb lock



A versatile spray with 4 spray
patterns - v-shape, flat jet, mist
spray and soft spray
 Tough, UV resistant ABS body is
shock proof and leak proof with a
sure-grip ribbed body
 Fits all universal quick-fit connector
systems

-

SPRAY - METAL
4 FUNCTION

NOZZLE SPRAY - ADJUSTABLE


Size






3

4

1

NOZZLE GUN - ADJUSTABLE

Code

Size

RIC8850

-

1. Heavy duty die cast metal spray gun with soft-touch synthetic
TPR rubber covering for a secure and comfortable grip
2. Suitable for water temp. up to 54°C and withstands water
pressure up to 8.6 bars
3. Fully adjustable flow rate control
4. Easy thumb lock for continuous spraying

2



Infinitely adjustable
spray from hard jet to
fine mist
 Tough, UV resistant ABS
body is shock proof and leak
proof with a sure-grip ribbed body
 Fits all universal quick-fit connector systems

SPRAY - HANDY FAN



Code

Size

RIC8405

-

Wide angle, gentle spray for lawn
or flower beds
 High impact and UV resistant plastic body
with water-saving cut off valve
 Built in metal spike for unattended watering at any angle

Code

Size

RIC8830

-

Nozzles/Spray Guns

Gardening



Code
RIC8390

248

SPRAY GUN - MULTIPURPOSE - METAL







Multipurpose metal sprayer for watering and
cleaning jobs
Eight different spray patterns; gentle spray,
mist spray, cone spray, soft spray,
hard jet, vertical spray, flat spray and bubblejet
Rugged, heavy duty die cast metal body
with rust proof finish
Sprayer head is protected with a soft
TPR ring to prevent damage
Complete with RACO "Original-Plus"
13mm hose connector

SPRAY GUN - MULTIPURPOSE - PLASTIC









Multipurpose metal sprayer for watering and
cleaning jobs
Eight different spray patterns; gentle
spray, mist spray, cone spray,
soft spray, hard jet, vertical spray,
flat spray and bubble-jet
Tough, UV resistant ABS plastic
construction is shock proof and leak
proof
Sprayer head is protected with a soft
TPR ring to prevent damage
Without connector

Code

Size

Code

Size

RIC8852

-

RIC8854

-

1. Heavy duty die cast metal spray gun with softtouch synthetic TPR rubber covering for a secure
and comfortable grip
2. Soft TPR trigger with convenient lock for
continuous spraying
3. Press button to release trigger and turn off
4. Fully adjustable flow rate control
5. RACO "Profi-Plus " hose connector with sturdy
metal ring and TPR grip supplied

1. Trigger with convenient lock for continuous spraying
2. Press button to release trigger and turn off

4

1

3

2

2
1
5

LANCE SPRAY MULTIPURPOSE






Gardening



SPRINKLER - OSCILLATING


Multipurpose metal sprayer for watering and
cleaning jobs
Long reach lance for watering high and
inaccessible places
Eight different spray patterns; gentle spray,
mist spray, cone spray, soft spray, hard jet,
vertical spray, flat spray and bubble-jet
Single hand operation with infinitely
adjustable flow
Sprayer head is protected with a soft TPR
ring to prevent damage

Code

Size

RIC8856

700mm

Designed for watering smaller rectangular areas
Patented dirt resistant gear mechanism for wide and even water distribution
 Infinite adjustment of spray width from 16 spray jets
 Built in nozzle cleaner and filter for extra protection
 Impact and UV resistant ABS housing


Code

Size

RIC8913

425mm

Comfortable
ergonomic handle
sure grip with soft
TPR components
for perfect handling

Ergonomic on/off &
variable water flow
control knob
for simple and
convenient single
handed operation

2 Bar (28 PSI) max 105m²
4 Bar (56 PSI) max 250m²

90°
Adjustable spray width

Built in nozzle cleaner
Built in water filter

249

Spray Guns/Sprinklers

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED
DISTRIBUTORS NATIONWIDE

SPRINKLER - PYRAMID


SPRINKLER - SLED


Simple, inexpensive sled
base, non-adjustable
sprinkler
which delivers a fine
spray over a circular
area
 For watering smaller
areas such as flower or
vegetable beds
 Coverage area 65m²
 Range of spray 9mØ

Code

Size

Code

Size

RIC8953

150mmØ

RIC8955

150mm

SPRINKLER - STATIONARY - CIRCULAR

SPRINKLER - STATIONARY - WHIPPER









For lawns or garden beds
Supplied with built in spike
for positive positioning
 Tough, UV and shock
resistant ABS construction
 Circular spray head

For lawns or garden beds
Supplied with built in spike for
positive positioning
 Tough, UV and shock resistant
ABS construction
 Whipper fan atomises water
spray for fine, even distribution

Code

Size

Code

Size

RIC9020

-

RIC9030

-

SPRINKLER - 8 FUNCTION








Eight position dial selection
for different watering
patterns
Provides even water
penetration
Covers 8 different lawn
areas - strip, circle, semi
circle, square, rectangle, half
radiation and full radiation
Manufactured from UV and
impact resistant ABS plastic
Compact and stable sled
base

SPRINKLER - 5 FUNCTION







One sprinkler suitable for 5 different
area types
Turn the sprinkler selector disc to a
or b for round planted or decorative
areas and c, d or e for areas along
paths, narrow strips of lawn and
flower beds
Even distribution of water prevents
puddles forming
Positioning spike for stable
application
Manufactured from UV and impact
resistant ABS plastic

Code

Size

Code

Size

RIC9040

-

RIC9038

-

MAZAL

Gardening

A popular,
inexpensive sprinkler
for any size garden
 Manufactured from
tough, UV and
impact resistant ABS
plastic
 Shock proof and
leak proof
 Even water
distribution

SPRAY ROUND MIST



Zinc die-cast
Trouble free
 Ideal for medium water pressure


Code

Size

MAZ1050

-

Sprinklers
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SPRINKLER - SPIKE
CIRCULAR

SPRINKLER - SPIKE
“MC” TYPE








Suitable for sprinkling lawns
Tandem spike base for stability whilst
spraying
 Tough, UV and impact resistant ABS plastic
construction
 Spike has integral double connection for
use alone or in series (quick fitting plus
19mm male under cap on other side)

Suitable for sprinkling lawns
Tandem spike base for stability whilst
spraying
 Tough, UV and impact resistant ABS
plastic construction
 Spike has integral double connection
for use alone or in series (quick fitting
plus 19mm male under cap on other
side)

1/4 Circle Distribution

Full Circle Distribution

Code

Size

Code

Size

RIC8970

-

RIC8960

-

SPRINKLER - SPIKE ROTATING
ADJUSTABLE
(SINGLE NOZZLE)






SPRINKLER - AQUA GEAR DRIVE



The rotating sprinkler has a single precision delivery
nozzle
The nozzle is adjustable and can be set to provide a
medium or coarse spray or to adjust area of coverage
Tandem spike base for stability whilst spraying
Tough, UV and impact resistant ABS plastic
construction
Spike has integral double connection for use alone or
in series (quick fitting plus 19mmmale under cap on
other side)

Code

Size

RIC8958

-








A unique and innovative design that offers excellent
area coverage and efficiency of water distribution
The patented gear drive motor with precision clutch
mechanism guarantees high performance and reliability
Silent operation
Fully adjustable from 0° to 360° circle coverage or
continuous rotation
5 different spray patterns for a variety of watering
options
Rotary spray head rotates up to 90° on either side to
allow for the most convenient watering position
Ideal for medium to large gardens, lawns, turf, shrubs,
flower beds and seedlings
Sturdy rustproof metal spike with RACO System
connector and end cap

Code

Size

RIC8886

-

360°

Gardening

SPRINKLER - SPIKE ROTATING
ADJUSTABLE (TRIPLE NOZZLE)







The rotating sprinkler has three
precision delivery nozzles
Each nozzle is adjustable and can be
set to provide a medium or coarse
spray or to adjust area of coverage
Tandem spike base for stability
whilst spraying
Tough, UV and impact resistant
ABS plastic construction
Spike has integral double
connection for use alone or in series
(quick fitting plus 19mm male under
cap on other side)

Code

Size

RIC9000

-

251

Sprinklers

Mist
Spray

Vertical
Spray

Jet
Spray

Flat
Spray

Full
Spray

Five selectable
spray patterns
selected by means
of a simple adjusting
ratchet for a wide
variety of watering
Rotary spray head
rotates up to 90° on
either side for the most
convenient
180°
working
position
Patented gear drive motor
built-in precise clutch
mechanism guarantees
high performance
and efficiency

0°-360° fully adjustable
easy adjustment rings
control distribution from
sector to full circle

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED
DISTRIBUTORS NATIONWIDE

SPRINKLER - METAL IMPULSE
HEAD ONLY










A full or part circle sprinkler
covering up to 500m²
Heavy duty, manufactured from
rugged zinc metal alloy with a
brass / stainless steel head with
antique copper baked finish for
extra durability
Factory tested for reliability
Standard 13mm male connection
Stream length is adjustable from 3
- 12.5m radius
Suitable for water pressure 20 to
100 PSI
Adjustable nozzle baffle to control
height and distance of spray
Easy-to-clean nozzle - simply
reverse flush with hose pipe

Code

Size

RIC8900

-



Full

3/4
1/2
Distribution

1/4

Same as RIC8900 except
supplied with two-way heavy
duty step metal spike with
integral female connection

Code

Size

RIC8910

-

Full

3/4
1/2
Distribution

SPRINKLER - PLASTIC IMPULSE
HEAD ONLY








SPRINKLER - PLASTIC
IMPULSE WITH METAL
SPIKE

A full or part circle sprinkler
covering up to 380m²
Manufactured from high
impact, UV resistant POMABS plastic with brass
fittings
Fine adjustment mechanism
Stream length is adjustable
from 3 - 11.0m
Suitable for water pressure
20 to 90 PSI
Brass connector with
standard 13mm male
adaptor

Code

Size

RIC8940

-



Same as RIC8940 except supplied
with metal spike with integral male
quick fit connection

Code

Full

3/4
1/2
Distribution

1/4

Size

RIC8950

-

RIC8905

Spike Only

Full

3/4
1/2
Distribution

SPRINKLER IMPULSE







Manufactured from sturdy metal, POM-ABS and
brass
Finely adjustable water distribution in either part or
full circle
Specially designed metal hammer prolongs durability
Precision brass nozzle with strong, stainless steel
adjustment rings
Adjustable brass diffuser to control height and
distribution
Maximum coverage of 490m²

Code

Size

RIC8888

-



“H-Sled” Base
Tough, compact UV and impact
resistant ABS construction
 A full or part circle sprinkler covering
up to 490m²





Full

3/4
1/2
Distribution

1/4

4 bar/56PSI

1/4

SPRINKLER - BASE IMPULSE



6 max. 25m
30 max. 490m²

1/4




Code

Size

RIC8890

-

Manufactured from high impact, UV resistant POMABS plastic with brass fittings
Fine adjustment mechanism
Stream length is adjustable from 3 - 11.0m
Suitable for water pressure 20 to 90 PSI
Full
Standard 13mm male adaptor

Gardening



SPRINKLER METAL IMPULSE
WITH STEP METAL
SPIKE

3/4
1/2
Distribution

Sprinklers

1/4
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HOSE PIPE

HOSE TROLLEY CART & HOSEREEL



Made from high grade materials which
are hard wearing and flexible
 Highly resistant to pressure
 Lightweight 3-ply construction
with cross woven reinforcement is
kink resistant and durable







Code

Size

Rating



RIC8250

12mm x 20m+ Fit’

6 Year



12mmx20m+Sprinkler 6 Year

RIC8251
RIC8253

12mm x 20m

6 Year

RIC8255

12mm x 30m

6 Year

RIC8260

12mm x 100m

6 Year

RIC8270

20mm x 30m

6 Year

RIC8280

20mm x 100m

6 Year

RIC8281

12mm x 30m

10 Year

RIC8282

12mm x 30m

10 Year



A practical and simple way to transport and
store hoses
Well designed crank handle and stable stand
Angled hose connection prevents hose from
twisting when winding on and off
Special guide prevents hose from kinking
Rust and corrosion resistant
Each item holds up to 60m of 13mm hose
or 30m of 19mm hose
Complete with connector accessories and
assembly instructions
With 2 RACO original tap connectots

RIC8250

HOSE - BLACK
DRAG LINE




Code

Size

Rating

RIC8289

20mm x 30m

10 Year





HOSE - SOAKER






Non-roll fines for watering stability
Simply connects to garden hose
 Can be used at low pressure to soak
around plants
 Ideal for lawns, long narrow driveways, nature
strips, hanging plants and garden beds





Code

Size

RIC8290

15m x 19mm

RIC8342

Hose reel






Sturdy pressure sprayers available in 2
convenient sizes
Ideal for spraying pesticides or fertilisers
Solid and stable pressure resistant container with
wide opening for easy filling
Safety valve and manual pressure release
Strong and comfortable pump handle for safe
operation
Lockable pump handle doubles up as a carry
handle
On/off easy-to-operate trigger control with lock
on facility
Built in filter
Spray nozzle is fully adjustable from fine mist to
single jet
Long reach spray lance can be clipped into the
pump handle for safe, easy storage
Supplied with load bearing carry strap
Spare parts are available

RIC8300 7.5m x 19mm

Code

Size

RIC8880

6 Litre

RIC8881

8 Litre

HOSE - HANGER
PLASTIC

Gardening

Size

Hose cart trolley

SPRAY - PRESSURE
6 & 8 LITRE



Used in irrigation and farming
applications
 Tough, UV resistant multi-ply
construction

Code

RIC8312

5



Sturdy construction for long
service life
 Holds up to 30m of 13mm
Code
hose with slots for
RIC8220
accessories

1
Size

2

-

3

6

HOSE - HOLDER METAL


An inexpensive steel wall
bracket that holds up to
Code
30m of 13mm hose
 Clear lacquer finish for
RIC8225
protection

253

Size

4

-

Hoses/Pressure Sprays

7

1. Pump and carry handle
2. Wide opening for easy filling
3. Pressure release valve
4. Carry strap
5. Precision nozzle
6. On/off trigger
7. 1.5 metre hose

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED
DISTRIBUTORS NATIONWIDE

SPRAY - TRIGGER 500ML
& 1 LITRE


Versatile pressure sprayer for
home and garden
 Adjustable nozzle provides a
choice
of single jet through to fine
mist
 Trigger action for easy onehand action

Code

Size

RIC8882

500ml

RIC8883

1 Litre

RAKE - LAWN STEEL FAN


For large areas, raking up leaves, grass cuttings and all garden waste
15 tempered, round steel tines are adjustable from 17.5 - 55cm width
 Heavy gauge galvanised pressed steel frame
 Tubular steel handle with adjusting lever and vinyl grip


Code

Size

RIC8505

17.5 - 55 x 117.5cm

RAKE - LAWN RUBBER
SPRAY - PRESSURE
1.25 LITRE


Versatile pressure sprayer for home and
garden
 Adjustable nozzle provides a choice of
single jet through to fine mist
 Filter in the suction pipe protects the nozzle
from clogging
 Translucent blow moulded container with
convenient one-hand trigger action

Code

Size

RIC8865

1.25 Litre



Hardwood handle is firmly attached to the
leaf head
 Rubber tines are secured into a strong
metal head
 Flexible tines gather leaves quickly and
easily

Code

Size

DYN1050

40 x 127.5cm

RAKE - LAWN STEEL
ADJUSTABLE


RAKE - LAWN PLASTIC WOODEN HANDLE

22 tempered flat spring steel tines,
45cm width
 Adjustable from continuous loop
 Supplied with handle locking 'U'
Bolts
 Handle not supplied

Code

Size

RIC8500

45cm



A rigid lawn rake manufactured
from UV stabilised PVC
 Supplied with hardwood handle
which is firmly attached to the
leaf head
 Flexible tines gather leaves
quickly and easily

RAKE - ALL STEEL - 16 TOOTH


Heavy gauge welded steel construction
16 tempered tines
 Powder coated for durability

Code

Size

RIC8482

1400 x 420mm

Code

Size

DYN1040

39.5 x 131cm

RAKE - LAWN PLASTIC - GREEN STEEL HANDLE
RAKE - ROAD HEAVY DUTY



26 strong, quality plastic tines,
43cm width
 Lightweight construction for ease
of use and gentle to lawn surface
 150cm tubular steel handle
 Supplied with handle and head
separated

Code
RIC8490



Rake heads are fabricated from selected wear
resistant steel
 To suit both domestic and commercial applications
 Complete with wooden handles

Size

Code

Size

43 x 150cm

LAS2897

16 Tines

LAS2898

24 Tines

Sprayers/Rakes

Gardening
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HAND FLOWER RAKE

HAND TROWEL




Epoxy coated silver grey
Working width 90mm
 Manufactured from heavy gauge
pressed steel
 Tough, impact resistant
sure-grip handle

Epoxy coated silver grey
Working width 115mm
 Manufactured from heavy gauge pressed steel
 Tough, impact resistant sure-grip handle




Code

Size

RIC8110

310mm

HAND TROWEL (LONG HANDLE)

Code

Size

RIC8080

320mm

HAND CULTIVATOR



Durable formed steel blade
Ideal tool for preparing flower
boxes and pot plants
 Long wooden handle





Epoxy coated silver grey
3 pronged cultivator made from heavy
gauge steel
 Working length 80mm
 Tough, impact resistant sure-grip
handle


Code

Size

LAS2468

450mm

HAND TRANSPLANTER

Size

400mm

Code

Size

RIC8140

320mm

HAND WEEDING HOE









Epoxy coated silver grey
Working width 57mm
 Manufactured from heavy gauge
pressed steel
 Tough, impact resistant suregrip handle

Code

RIC8060

Code

Size

RIC8100

325mm

Epoxy coated silver grey
Double head tool comprising three 60mm prongs on
one side and a 53mm draw hoe on the other side
 Manufactured from heavy gauge steel
 Tough, impact resistant sure-grip
handle

TROWEL -TRANSPLANTER

HAND WEEDER



Ideal tool for transplanting
of seedlings
 Polypropylene handle



Epoxy coated silver grey
Manufactured from heavy gauge steel
 Tough, impact resistant sure-grip
handle


Code

Size

LAS2465

350mm

Code

Size

RIC8120

330mm

DAISY GRUBBER

HAND WEEDING FORK


Carbon steel blade, hardened and tempered
For weeding flower beds
 Polypropylene handle

Gardening



Epoxy coated silver grey
 Working width 75mm
 Manufactured from heavy gauge
pressed steel
 Tough, impact resistant suregrip handle



Code

Size

Code

Size

RIC8130

315mm

LAS2463

330mm

HAND FORK (LONG HANDLE)



HAND JOINT SCRAPER

Durable formed steel tines
Long wooden handle
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Code

Size

LAS2467

450mm

Hand Tools

Hardened high carbon steel blade, fully
heat treated with precisely sharpened
cutting edges and clack enamel finish
 Blade length 90mm
 Tough, impact resistant sure-grip
handle

Code

Size

RIC8090

260mm

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED
DISTRIBUTORS NATIONWIDE







Fork heads are forged from carbon steel
Hardened and tempered to ensure maximum
strength and toughness
 Used for crush stone work
 Anti corrosive black finish
 Clear lacquered wooden handle

Code
Code

Size

DYN0900

930mm

Solid steel construction
Comfortable plastic
handle
 Size is suitable for lady
gardener
 Epoxy powder coated for
protection

steel and has a foot tread
formed on the top edge
Code

Size

TIE9840

900mm

SQUARE MOUTH
SHOVEL

STEEL HAY FORK 3 PRONG




steel shaft
! Comfortable plastic handle
! Blade is made of pressed

Size

LAS2460 1050mm

SPADE - LADIES


! Easy-care wipe clean tubular

Fork heads are forged from carbon steel
Hardened and tempered to ensure
maximum strength and toughness
 Facilitates easy handling of hay baled or
unbaled
 Steel shafts epoxy powder
coated
 Green painted head


! Easy-care wipe clean tubular

steel shaft
! Comfortable plastic handle
! Blade is made of pressed

steel and has a foot tread
formed on the top edge

Code

Size

Code

Size

Code

Size

DYN1070

950mm

LAS2453

2100mm

TIE9845

900mm

4 PRONG DIGGING
FORK
! Easy-care wipe clean

tubular steel shaft
! Comfortable plastic

handle
! Blades are heat

treated and tempered
for strength and are
securely welded to the
shaft

RUBBER SQUEEGEE

DIGGING SPADE
STEEL SHAFT
! Easy-care wipe clean

tubular steel shaft
! Comfortable plastic handle
! Blade is made of pressed

! Complete with wooden handle
! Used to remove or control the

flow of liquid on a flat surface

steel and has a foot tread
formed on the top edge

Code

Size

Code

Size

TIE9800

1000mm

TIE9850

900mm

Code

Size

DYN1100

450mm

DYN1120

600mm

Garden Tools

Gardening



Solid steel construction
Comfortable plastic
handle
 Size is suitable for lady
gardener
 Epoxy powder coated
for protection

ROUND NOSE SHOVEL STEEL SHAFT

10 PRONG BALLAST
FORK

FORK - LADIES
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HANDLE PICK / MATTOCK
WOODEN

DUTCH HOE - ALL STEEL
!

!

!

!

Hot formed from high quality carbon steel
Hardened and tempered for maximum durability
! Epoxy Powder coated

Length

Code

Standard grade
For 3 kg pick, pick, axe, and
mattock

Blade

LAS2665 1500mm 180mm

HOE HEAD - RAISED
!
!

Length

900mm

HANDLE PICK / MATTOCK
PLASTIC

Hot formed from high quality carbon steel
Hardened and tempered for maximum
durability

!
!

Polypropylene
For 3 kg pick, pick, axe, and
mattock

Code

Weight

TIE9000

700g

Code

Weight

TIE9020

900g

TIE9750

900mm

Code

Weight

HON0520

1,82kg

DIAMOND & CHISEL PICK - HEAD ONLY
! A general purpose cast steel pick head for digging in clay

FELLING AXE
!

and hard ground
! Head features both chisel and point ends
! Fits standard pick shaft

Code

Weight

TIE9830

3kg

Manufactured from carbon steel,
carefully hardened and tempered
! The head is fully ground with
polished cutting edges

FELLING AXE

BEATER PICK - HEAD ONLY
! Forged from carbon steel with hardened and

!

tempered points

! Anti corrosive black finish

Code

Weight

LAS2733

3,8kg

Axes are forged from the finest quality carbon
steel
! Cutting edge hardened and tempered
for maximum durability
! Hardwood hickory
handle

GAUNTLET
TOOLS

MATTOCKS PICK - HEAD ONLY

Gardening

Code

HND0083

! Forged from carbon steel with hardened and

!

tempered blades.
! Anti corrosive black finish

!

Code

Weight

LAS2705

2,25kg

Weight

LAS2010

1,8kg

FELLING AXE

Spring Steel
All steel construction
! Reinforced rubber covered
handle

Code

Weight

GAU0003

1,8kg

HATCHET AXE

MATTOCKS CUTTER - HEAD ONLY
!

Manufactured from carbon steel,
carefully hardened and tempered
! The head is fully ground with
polished cutting edges

! Forged from carbon steel with hardened and

tempered blades.
! Anti corrosive black finish
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Code

Code

Weight

LAS2700

2,25kg

Garden Tools

Code

Weight

HON0500

0,91kg

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED
DISTRIBUTORS NATIONWIDE

HATCHET - STEEL SHAFT

LONG AXE HANDLE - SOLID WOOD

!

!

!

!

One piece head and shaft
Manufactured from carbon steel,
carefully hardened and tempered
! The head is fully ground with
polished cutting edges
! Comfortable rubber handle
reduces shock

Standard grade
For 1,8kg axe head (see below,
left)

Code

Weight

Code

Length

MTS3430

600g

HND0005

900mm

HATCHET - PLASTIC HANDLE

HATCHET HANDLE - SOLID WOOD
!

!

Hatchets are forged from the finest quality carbon
tool steel
! Cutting edges are hardened and tempered for
maximum durability
! Polypropylene handle

!

Code

Weight

LAS2004

900g

Standard grade
For 900g axe head

HATCHET - STEEL SHAFT

Length
400mm

HOE HANDLE - SOLID WOOD
!

!

Standard grade
50mm Ø
! For head weight 700-900g

Hatchets are forged from the
finest quality carbon tool steel
! Cutting edges are hardened and
tempered for maximum
durability
! All steel handle

!

Code

Weight

LAS2005

900g

HATCHET ALL STEEL

Code

Length

HND0070

1200mm

RAKE HANDLE - SOLID WOOD

!

!

!

!

Standard grade
25mm Ø
! Hardwood handle with end
tapered to fit rake head socket

Spring Steel
All steel construction
! Reinforced rubber covered handle

Code

Weight

GAU0004

1,1kg

PICK EYE AXE - HEAD ONLY

Code

Length

HND0085

1500mm

TOOL RAIL

!

Forged from carbon tool steel
with cutting edge hardened
and tempered for maximum
durability
! Pick eye is made to fit onto
pick or axe handle
! Used to cut hard wood and
roots



Useful for storing tools in the
house
and garden
 Galvanised steel construction
with 5 plastic coated hooks
 Complete with mounting
screws

Code

Weight

Code

Size

LAS2730

1,8kg

RIC9140

430mm

Garden Tools/Accessories

Gardening

GAUNTLET
TOOLS

Code
HND0065
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CANE KNIFE - HOOK
PLASTIC HANDLE

SICKLE - WOODEN HANDLE
!
!

Wooden Handle
Serrated carbon
steel blade

!
!
!
!
!

Code

Size

HON8047

480mm

!

GRASS SLASHER
!
!

!
!
!
!

Code

HON8048

Length

700mm

!
!

GRASS SLASHER
Used for slashing grass and clearing undergrowth
Tempered steel blade
! End of blade offset and sharpened
! Plastic handle

Code

Length

LAS3185

700mm

Code

Length

LAS3180

1220mm

Hacking knives are forged from the finest quality
carbon tool steel
! Hacking knives are used for cutting
open old drums, roof sheeting
and slitting sheet metal
! Epoxy powder coating
and vinyl grip for safety

CANE KNIFE - PLAIN
PLASTIC HANDLE

Gardening

Code

Blade
Length

TIE9815

335mm

Manufactured from carbon steel hardened and
tempered for durability
! Used for chopping down dense bush
! Durable polypropylene handle
moulded directly onto
blade

335mm

Code

Blade
Length

LAS2675

370mm

Code

Blade
Length

LAS2680

220mm

Code

Blade
Length

LAS2708

380mm

PRUNING SAW DOUBLE EDGE

CANE KNIFE - PLAIN
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LAS2690

!

!

!

Blade
Length

LONG MACHETE - LONG HANDLE

!

!

Code

!

A sturdy tool used in the forest industry for
chopping dead branches and dense bush
! Complete with wooden handle

!

335mm

HACKING KNIFE - PLASTIC HANDLE

!

!

Manufactured from carbon steel, hardened and tempered
Cutting edges ground + integral hook end
Wooden handle securely riveted to the blade
Used mainly for cutting sugar cane
Also for light brush cutting
Finish: Etch coat black

Durable polypropylene handle
moulded directly onto
blade
! Used for harvesting
corn and general
brush cutting

SLASHER - DOUBLE EDGE

Manufactured from carbon steel, hardened and tempered
Cutting edges ground
With short wooden handle securely
riveted to the blade
Used mainly for cutting
sugar cane
Also for light brush cutting
Finish: Etch coat black

TIE9810

!

!

!

Blade
Length

CORN KNIFE

!

!

Code

CANE KNIFE - HOOK

Plastic Handle
Carbon steel blade with honed cutting edge

Standard pattern cane cutting knife
Can be used for clearing undergrowth and
light vegetation
! High quality steel
blade
! Plastic handle, firmly
bonded to blade

Manufactured from carbon steel, hardened and tempered
Cutting edges ground + integral hook end
Plastic handle
Used mainly for cutting sugar cane
Also for light brush cutting
Finish: Etch coat black

!

Polypropylene handle mounted directly
onto the double edged blade
! General household pruner

Code

Blade
Length

Code

Blade
Length

LAS2670

335mm

LAS3085

400mm

Garden Tools/Pruning Saw

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED
DISTRIBUTORS NATIONWIDE

PRUNING SAW - CURVED

TREE PRUNER











Suitable for cutting thick branches this
curved blade with optimal cutting angle
is extremely durable and easy to handle
Specially hardened curved blade with
hard point cross teeth for efficiency and
long life
Rust proof protective coating
Comfortable, tough ABS handle
guarantees a firm grip and has a recess
to accept a 22mm extension pole
'Racotek-cut' unique blade with
technology improvement provides low
friction and high cutting efficiency







Code

Size

RIC8560

525mm





Expert quality, heavy duty pruner preferred by
professionals
Special mechanism with strong, rigid
construction for long life under the toughest
conditions
Hardened, heavy duty steel head is operated by
means of a nylon rope through a pulley
mechanism
Strong cutting blade is forged from high grade
Sk5 steel which is fully heat treated, precision
ground and Hitekflon® coated for friction and
rust resistance
For larger branches the pruner is supplied
complete with a removable 350mm saw blade
manufactured from tempered, high grade saw
steel with precision set teeth
A tubular extension handle is available
(RIC8150) see below

PRUNING SAW - FOLDING









A handy pocket size saw with blade that
folds into the handle
Extra strong sawing blade is manufactured from high
grade saw steel JIS SK4 (AISI L6, DIN 1.2718-1.2721)
specially hardened and tempered for unmatched strength
and durability
Professional sharp cut - 3-sided tooth
configuration and precision setting permits fast
cutting on the "pull" stroke to reach overhead
branches smoothly and safely
Comfortable ergonomic handle - tough, compact
ABS with soft touch grips for increased comfort
and control
Code
'Racotek-cut' unique blade with technology improvement
provides low friction and high cutting efficiency
RIC8570

Size

Code

Size

RIC9150

350mm

420mm

PRUNING SAW - CURVED

HANDLE - TUBULAR
TELESCOPIC




Polypropylene handle with facility for
extension handle
 General household pruner

Code

Blade Length

LAS3083

350mm x 5.5pt

Two section telescopic action, extending from 1.5 - 2.4m
with a simple lock/release twist
 Manufactured from strong, lightweight aluminium
 Compatible with RIC9150 Tree Pruner (above)

Gardening

PRUNING SAW - CURVED



Epoxy powder coated socket
(tubular) with facility to extend
handle
 General purpose pruning in forests

Code

Blade Length

LAS3086

350mm x 5.5pt

Code

Size

RIC8150 1.5 - 2.4m

Pruning Saws
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BOW SAWS

BOW SAWS

!

!

Heavy duty epoxy coated frame supplied complete with 31A tooth
bowsaw blade
! General purpose sawing of logs, mine props etc.

Epoxy powder coated frame supplied complete with blade
General purpose lever action saw for pruning
! Regular peg tooth blade
!

Code

Size

Code

Size

MTS4011

530mm

LAS3015

530mm

Code

Size

Code

Size

MTS4012

600mm

LAS3020

600mm

Code

Size

MTS4013

750mm

Code

Size

LAS3025

750mm

Size

Code

Size

900mm

LAS3030

900mm

Gardening

Code

MTS4014
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Code

Size

Code

Size

MTS1760

530mm

LAS2050

600mm

MTS1761

600mm

LAS2055

750mm

MTS1762

750mm

LAS2060

900mm

MTS1763

900mm

LAS2065

530mm

Bow Saws & Blades

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED
DISTRIBUTORS NATIONWIDE

SECATEURS AND SHEARS







VICKER

Expert quality, economy and professional secateurs and shears are manufactured from
quality materials and finishes for years of trouble free use
Ergonomic styling for comfort and ease of use
Hardened and tempered blades are precisely ground and sharpened
Certain blades are coated with Hitekflon®, a superior non-stick coating applied to German
techniques and standards
Spring loaded handles are fitted with safety catches in most cases
Spare parts are available for most models

BYPASS PRUNING SHEAR



For general home gardens
Aluminium body
 High quality, replaceable blade
 Plastic covered comfort handles


Code

Size

VIC3380

210mm

15mm

SECATEURS - HEAVY DUTY
SECATEURS - FLOWER



Standard quality shear with adjustable gear and replaceable blade
 Hardened high grade steel blades are fully heat treated, precisely ground and sharpened for
easy cuts
 Heavy duty aluminium handles have a tempered spring and comfortable vinyl grips and
safety lock
16mm

Code

Size

RIC8608

210mm

8mm



Expert quality, ideal ladies or pocket shear
Hardened high grade steel blades with friction free, rust resistant Hitekflon® coating are precision
ground and sharpened for lasting clean cuts
 Pointed blades for flower arrangers
 Heavy duty handles are moulded to blade
tangs with easy action thumb lock and
wrist strap


Code

Size

RIC8600

175mm

SECATEURS - ECONOMY
POCKET SECATEURS - FLOWER


Code

RIC8610



Classic pocket design with pointed blades for flower arrangers, hobbyists or household use
Hardened stainless steel blades with precision ground, specially serrated edge on lower blade to
make cutting easy
 Sturdy metal handles with comfortable soft
vinyl
grips
 Single hand operated safety lock


16mm

Size

205mm

Code

Size

RIC8625

150mm

PRUNER - PROFESSIONAL
PROFI-PLUS RANGE

SECATEURS - HEAVY DUTY








Expert quality, heavy duty bypass performance
Exclusive patented Soft-Air-Bulb grips for maximum performance and comfort
 Handles are lifetime moulded to tangs and feature a positive safety lock and wrist strap
 Fully hardened high grade steel blades with friction free, rust resistant Hitekflon® coating are
precision ground
and sharpened for
16mm
lasting clean cuts






25mm

Traditional design secateurs for pruning and training of vines and fruit trees
Very robust design for high performance, professional use
Full-piece forged steel alloy construction is fully heat treated with tapered cutting head and precision
ground blades ensure a precise, powerful cut
Blades can be re-sharpened
Comfortable non-slip cushioned grips
Single hand operated safety lock

Code

Size

Code

Size

RIC8620

200mm

RIC8685

220mm

BYPASS PRUNING SHEAR

SHEAR - PRUNING HEAVY DUTY



Non-slip cushion grips for comfort
Precision ground blades
 Precision micro-adjustable blade tension
 Rubber buffer for cushioned stop
 Safety catch




Expert quality, heavy duty shear suitable for hobbyists and professionals
Fully hardened high grade steel blades with friction free, rust resistant Hitekflon® coating
are precision ground and sharpened for lasting clean cuts
 Precise adjustable blade mechanism for constant even cuts
 Upper blade is easily replaceable
 Heavy duty aluminium handles have a
tempered spring and comfortable vinyl
grips and safety lock


16mm

Code

Size

Code

Size

RIC8763

200mm

RIC8765

210mm

Secateurs/Shears

Gardening

Economy grade shear
Hardened high grade steel blades are fully heat treated, precisely ground and
sharpened for easy cuts
 Spring loaded
aluminium
handles have
comfortable
vinyl grips and
safety lock


18mm
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SHEAR - PRUNING HEAVY DUTY






SHEAR - GRASS, SINGLE ACTION

These expert quality secateurs with sure cut have hardened, high grade steel blades with
friction free, rust resistant Raco Hitekflon® finish
Precisely sharpened blade for an easy clean cut
Comfortable synthetic soft TPR rubber covered handles are non-slip
Convenient thumb operated safety lock
With practical wrist strap



Expert quality, lightweight but sturdy hand shear with single action for optimised cutting performance
High grade steel blades are hollow ground, fully hardened and tempered with friction free, rust
resistant non-stick coating
 Compact and comfortable ABS handles with double thumb locks
 Easy work for right and left handed users


18mm

Code

Size

RIC8780

210mm

Code

Size

RIC8690

355mm

SECATEURS RATCHET - HEAVY DUTY








Ratchet mechanism for easier and improved cutting
Comfortable handle with unique bow-type grip
Hardened high grade steel blade with Raco Hitekflon® finish is precisely ground and
sharpened for long lasting cuts
Heavy duty aluminium handles with soft TPR rubber grip
20mm
Safety lock device is easily
operated by the left or
right hand
Special with
removable oil soaked
sponge stored in
handle

Code

Size

RIC8622

200mm

SHEAR - GRASS SWIVEL HANDLE


Swivel blade action shear with three cutting positions for vertical, horizontal and diagonal cutting
High grade steel blades are hollow ground, fully hardened and tempered with friction free, rust
resistant non-stick coating for a quick clean cut
 Hardened heavy gauge steel handles are smoothly japanned with soft vinyl
grips plus locking button


18

0°

Code

Size

RIC8700

340mm
Blades can be
swivelled by up to 90°
to either side

SHEAR - SHEEP

SNIPS - UNIVERSAL STAINLESS


Gardening

Sturdy, handy pocket cutter suitable for many garden jobs, cutting sheet metal, cables,
carpet, leather, rubber etc.
 Hardened stainless steel blades are mirror polished and the bottom blade has a serrated
edge to improve grip during cutting
 Tough ABS plastic
handles are spring
loaded and
incorporate a lock
for easy one-hand
operation

Code

Size

RIC8810

190mm

SHEAR - GRAPE




Handy sheep shears for trimming garden bed edges and weeds
Carbon steel blades with a spring steel handle

Code

Size

MTS4590

310mm

VICKER

SHEAR - SHEEP

5mm


For trimming of lawn edges
Cutting very light grasses
 Two high quality blades joined at the back with a strong steel spring




Expert quality, stainless steel blades, precisely ground and sharpened for a clean cut
Hardened steel handles are chrome plated and spring loaded with comfortable ergonomic
vinyl grips
 Safety working
loop
 Ideal for grape
and other fruit
harvesting


Code

Size

RIC8680

190mm
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Secateurs/Shears

Code

Size

VIC3390

310mm

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED
DISTRIBUTORS NATIONWIDE

HIGH GRADE HEDGE SHEARS

SHEAR - HEDGE STRAIGHT CUT



Expert quality, perfectly balanced, lightweight shears with improved lever action for
easier cutting
 High grade steel blades are fully hardened, tempered, hollow ground and coated with
Hitekflon®, a superior non-stick coating applied to German techniques and standards
 Adjustable blade tensioning feature on most models
 Durable shock absorbing bumper on most models







SHEAR - HEDGE STRAIGHT CUT




Economically priced shears for general purpose use
Hollow ground blades, tempered and finely polished for rust resistance
Hardened steel body-shank with tension adjusting nut
Hardwood handles are smoothly contoured and polished
with steel ferrules and rubber buffer stops
Straight edged blades

Code

Size

RIC8720

510mm

General-purpose shears for all types of soft hedges and grasses in the garden
Comfortable rubber handles reduce shock
Carbon steel blades for prolonged use between sharpening

Code

Size

RIC8718

500mm

SHEAR - HEDGE WAVE CUT
 Economically priced shears for general purpose use
 Hollow ground wave edged blades, tempered and finely
polished for rust resistance
 Hardened steel body-shank with tension adjusting nut
 Hardwood handles are smoothly contoured
and polished with steel ferrules and
rubber buffer stops

Code

Size

RIC8730

510mm

Code

Size

RIC8575

500mm

SHEAR - HEDGE - ALL METAL




Wave edged blades for trimming and shaping of shrubs and hedges
Lightweight, suitable for ladies
Oval shaped, lightweight aluminium handles for tensile strength and
increased leverage

SHEAR - HEDGE


General-purpose shears for all types of soft hedges and
grasses in the garden
 Turned wooden handles
 Carbon steel blades for prolonged use
between sharpening

Code

Size

RIC8710

550mm

HEDGE SHEAR - DELUXE





Professional quality shears with superior features for trimming
and shaping of shrubs and hedges
Precisely adjustable mechanism for constant even cut
Deluxe shock absorbers for increased comfort
Oval shaped, lightweight aluminium handles for tensile
strength and increased leverage





Code

Size

RIC8715

600mm

Durable polypropylene handle with hardened and
tempered blades made from high quality chrome
vanadium steel
For trimming hedges, bush, shrubs and light
duty pruning

Code

Size

LAS3150

500mm

Hedge Shears

Gardening

SHEAR - HEDGE PROFESSIONAL
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LOPPING SHEARS


A range of professional shears with precision ground blades
 Blades are coated with Hitekflon®, a superior non-stick coating applied to German
techniques and standards



All shears have strong, lightweight aluminium lever arms
Long lever arms are oval shaped to ensure tensile strength and good leverage on tough
branches
 Ergonomic handles are non-slip for comfort and ease of operation


SHEAR - HEDGE TELESCOPIC

LESS

25%
E
FFORT

Code

Size

RIC8725

625 - 835mm



Wave edged blades with superior non-stick coating
With RACO patented ergonomics cutting technology mechanism saves at least 25% effort
 Telescopic action tubular steel handles extend from 625mm to 835mm with a simple lock release twist
 Comfortable soft touch grips reduce shock
 Lightweight telescopic aluminium handles with a simple, quick lock/release twist


SHEAR - LOPPING HEAVY DUTY ANVIL TYPE
40mm








Expert quality, extra heavy duty pattern preferred by professionals for long life under the toughest conditions
for years of trouble free use
Adjustable hard-chrome plated anvil for power level cutting action
Hardened and heat treated precision ground blades with Hitekflon® coating for friction free cutting and lasting
sharpness
Heavy duty body shank is heat treated and hard chrome finished for corrosion
protection
Cuts branches up to 40mm
Anvil hook helps keep branch in place while cutting
Heavy duty anvil pattern for cutting hard dry dead wood or thick branches

Code

Size

RIC8735

800mm

Code

Size

RIC8745

775mm

SHEAR - LOPPING - HOOK, HIGH GRADE
38mm








Expert quality, heavy duty pattern preferred by professionals
Bypass technology with strong, rigid construction for long life under the toughest conditions
Heavy duty hook and blade are drop forged from high grade steel and are fully hardened and heat treated
Hitekflon® coating allows for friction free cutting and lasting sharpness
Body is heat treated and hard chrome finished for corrosion protection
Cuts branches up to 38mm
Unique high leverage for easier cutting

SHEAR - LOPPING HOOK TYPE




Gardening






30mm

Expert quality, bypass technology for clean, easy cutting in hard-to-reach areas
Hardened and heat treated precision ground blades with Hitekflon® coating for
friction free cutting and lasting sharpness
Hardened and heat treated, heavy duty body shank
Cuts branches up to 30mm
Rubber shock absorbers
Bypass lopper for pruning green wood
Small cutting head for easy access to hidden branches

LOPPING SHEAR - DELUXE


Durable long polypropylene handle with PVC grips
Hardened and tempered blades made from high quality chrome vanadium steel
 For pruning rose bushes, twigs and other branches to a maximum diameter of 25mm
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Hedge/Lopping Shears

Code

Size

RIC8750

700mm

25mm
Code

Size

LAS3160

600mm

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED
DISTRIBUTORS NATIONWIDE

SHEAR - LOPPING HAND


Powerful, handy and lightweight lopper
Bypass lopper with small cutting head for easy access to hidden branches
 Hardened, precision ground blades with non-stick RACO Hitekflon® coating guarantees clean,
easy and precise cutting
 Anodised oval aluminium handles are ergonomically shaped and lightweight with shaped comfort
grips

30mm



Code

Size

RIC8708

470mm

SHEAR - LOPPING MINI
26mm


Practical, lightweight mini lopping shear for easy cutting
Hardened precision blade made of high grade steel
 Sturdy oval aluminium lever arms provide strong, convenient working and a firm grip
 Very handy for ladies cutting fresh wood


Code

Size

RIC8752

465mm

SHEAR - LOPPING PROFESSIONAL BYPASS











Hardened, high grade steel blades, precision hollow ground
for long lasting sharpness
Both blades have friction free, rust resistant non-stick
coating
Replaceable cutting blades
Adjustable blade tension for a constant sure cut
Advanced technology allows for a mechanism that is 20%
energy saving compared to traditional mechanisms ensuring
a smooth easy cut
Deluxe shock absorbers reduce fatigue and are
gentle on the wrists
Lightweight but strong anodised aluminium lever arms
are oval shaped for high tensile strength and improved leverage
Unique non-slip jumbo sized handles with
ergonomically shaped comfortable grips
Cuts branches up to 45mm thick

Code

Size

RIC8755

825mm

45mm

SHEAR - LOPPING TELESCOPIC






Telescopic tubular steel handles extend from 625
- 950mm with a simple lock/release twist
Comfortable soft touch form grips absorb shock
Heavy duty bypass pattern with power level cutting action for cutting green wood and bushes
Rigid telescopic tubular steel handles giving the best ergonomics balance, with non-slip comfort vinyl
grips
Hardened, hard-chrome plated steel body-shank

Code

Size

RIC8760

625 - 950mm

32mm

Loppers

Gardening
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NYLON CUTTING
LINE


RAIN GAUGE METAL STAND


Long lasting nylon
monofilament line
 Suitable for all makes of
petrol and electric weed
eaters and trimmers

Strong, steel construction
Powder coated for protection
 Holds standard 100mm diameter PVC rain gauge


Code

Size

Colour

RIC8440

1.6mm x 10m

Red

RIC8445

2.0mm x 100m

Orange

RIC8450

2.0mm x 10m

Orange

RIC8451

2.4mm x 6m

Green

RIC8452

2.4mm x 50m

Green

Code

Size

RIC9348

1m

RAIN GAUGE -100MM

LAWN EDGES - PLASTIC


Gives a clean edge to lawns, prevents overgrowth and
stops beds being cut larger
 Made from tough plastic which is
resistant to the elements and
nylon trim line
 Corrugated for strength and
rigidity

Code

Size

RIC8350

15cm x 9m

RIC8360

20cm x 9m



UV resistant PVC rain gauge
Clearly marked graduations on main body
up to 100mm rainfall
 Removable funnel lid
 Supplied with fixing bracket and screws


Code

Size

RIC9350

100mm

GARDEN SCOOPS - SMALL,
MEDIUM & LARGE

3-IN-1 SOIL TESTER


Gardening

Tester for checking sol PH level,
moisture content and light
intensity
 The tester comprises two 210mm
long probes, three way selector
switch (PH/Moisture/Light) and
easy-to-read dial gauge
 Uses solar power, no batteries
required



Handy plastic scoops for use around the garden and
home for scooping seed, pet food, soil, compost etc.
 Ergonomic design moulded from tough,
high quality plastic with comfortable
handle

Code

Size

RIC8576

Small

Code

Size

RIC8577

Medium

RIC9134

-

RIC8578

Large

TWIST TIE WIRE

MAZAL

GARDEN WALL NAILS




A lightweight plastic coated wire for home and
garden use
 Twist tie dispenser with wire cutter
 Strong, waterproof and flexible

Code

Size

RIC9160

20m
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Accessories

Hardened steel nails
Use for training creepers
 Supporting plants, trees etc.
 Complete with mild steel galvanised
clips
 Supplied in packs of 15


Code

Size

MAZ1000

30mm

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED
DISTRIBUTORS NATIONWIDE

